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Objectives: Several diagnostic tools have been developed to assess benign and potentially malignant
disorders of soft tissues. In this study, we aimed to assess the value of the VELscope® (Visually Enhanced
Light Scope) imaging device as a technical tool to investigate malignant lesions of the oral cavity.
Material and methods: In this retrospective study we analyzed the photographs of 90 patients who
suffered from malignant oral soft tissue lesions or carcinoma in situ (CIS) from 2008 to 2014 in the Clinic
of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery of LMU in Munich.
Results: In 85.6% of the cases fluorescence quenching/loss could be detected. The average value for the
colour red shows a significant difference in pathologic and physiologic tissues (p ¼ 0.007) with a higher
median for pathologic tissues. For the colours green and blue our measurements show significantly
higher values in the healthy tissue (p < 0.001.). The shade of red showed significantly higher values for
pathologic tissues when compared to all three colours (p < 0.001). Furthermore, the shades of green and
blue showed significantly lower values in the pathologic tissue (p < 0.001).
Conclusion: In the near future, VELscope® could help to a greater extent than visual observation alone in
identifying the margins of tumor resections. VELscope® still lacks the ability to identify the overall risk
level of oral lesions.

© 2017 European Association for Cranio-Maxillo-Facial Surgery. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights
reserved.
1. Introduction

Oral cancer is the eleventh most common cancer worldwide
according to theWorld Health Organization (Petersen et al., 2005). It
accounts for nearly 3% of all cancer cases globally, with an incidence
estimated at 274,000 new cases per year (IARC monographs on the
evaluation of carcinogenic risks to humans 2012; Parkin, 2001). Oral
squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) accounts for 90% of these oral
cancers (Silverman, 1998). OSCC may arise from oral potentially
malignant disorders (OPMDs) such as leukoplakia, erythroplakia, or
lichen planus (Warnakulasuriya et al., 2007). The most common
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treatment for OSCC is surgery (Forastiere et al., 2002). Early detec-
tion of premalignant lesions therefore offers a great potential
benefit to patients. The differentiation of neoplastic tissue alter-
ations from non-dysplastic epithelium represents a major concern
of all surgical disciplines.

Recently, several diagnostic tools have been developed to assess
benign and potentially malignant disorders. In particular, the use of
autofluorescence imaging has gained interest in clinical practice for
non-invasive and repeatable imaging of the oral mucosa. Auto-
fluorescence is based on the excitation of different and specific
endogenous fluorochromes in oral epithelium and submucosa
(Awan et al., 2011). When viewed through a filter and irradiated, all
fluorochromes emit light of the green spectral range with wave-
lengths between 375 and 440 nm (Betz et al., 2002). The VELscope®

(Visually Enhanced Light Scope) device, available since June 2006,
is a handheld systemwhich uses blue light excitation between 400
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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and 460 nm to cause tissue autofluorescence. The VELscope® is a
certified medical device (No 41315446) approved by the American
Dental Association for the detection of mucosal tissue abnormal-
ities (CDT D0431). In the literature, there have been several studies
displaying increased sensitivity and for malignant lesions by the
combined use of autofluorescence and clinical examination of the
oral cavity (Betz et al., 2002; Rana et al., 2012).

Under VELscope® exposure, normal tissue will fluoresce light
green due to endogenous fluorochromes (Kulapaditharom and
Boonkitticharoen, 2001). Dysplastic changes of epithelium cause
loss of physiologic autofluorescence and the tissue appears dark
(Betz et al., 2002; Lane et al., 2006). Loss of autofluorescence has
been correlated with disease progression and has already been
implemented in other tissue screening procedures such as cervical
cancer (Richards-Kortum and Sevick-Muraca, 1996). In this study,
we aimed to assess the value of VELscope® imaging as a technical
device to determine the reliability of fluorescence loss in histo-
logically proven OSCC.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Patients and data collection

In this retrospective study we analysed the photographs of 90
patients who suffered from malignant oral soft tissue lesions or
carcinoma in situ (CIS) from 2008 to 2014 in the Clinic of Oral and
Maxillofacial Surgery of LMU in Munich. The study was approved
by the Ethical Committee of LMU Munich on the 7th of April 2014,
and is listed under UE Nr. 042-14. Inclusion criteria were: age >18
and histologically verified CIS, squamous cell carcinoma, or
adenocarcinoma.

2.2. Study variables

The parameters which were taken into account for the analysis
were age, sex, cigarette or alcohol abuse, tumor location, and tumor
classification according to the International Union Against Cancer
(UICC) (Sobin et al., 2010), the stage and grade results acquired by
PET-CT or CT according to German medical guidelines.
Table 1
Scatter plot displaying the distribution of the 3 colours in pathologic and healthy tissues.
in pathological areas more frequently.
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2.3. Analysis of the photographs

The fluorescence analysis was conducted on photographs
taken routinely for treatment documentation. For this purpose
the models EOS 7D Canon and D1X Nikon were used. In each
photograph the oral epithelium lesion and surrounding tissue are
depicted. We analyzed the differences of the fluorescence char-
acteristics of different tissue types like masticatory mucosal tis-
sue and epithelium. The camera properties were adjusted for
optimizing green autofluorescence of each tissue type. The ISO
Nr. was 4000 and shutter speed was 1/100 s, the 11 and 5.6 lens
was used.

2.4. Measurements

For analysis of our data the RGB System and Adobe Photoshop
Elements 10 Editor were used. Photographs acquired during white
light inspection showing epithelial lesions suspected for pathologic
areas were chosen and compared to the photographs taken with
the VELscope®. VELscope® images were obtained at an excitation
wave length between 400 and 460 nm. On each photograph, 10
random measurement spots were chosen in the oral lesion and in
the surrounding healthy tissue. This technique was described by
several groups before (Roblyer et al., 2009; Schwarz et al., 2009;
Lane et al., 2006). In Fig. 1 this concept is shown. For each mea-
surement the same tissue type was selected. Then the average
values for red, green, and blue were calculated. The result for each
colour was added in a triplett. Thus we could calculate the share of
each colour of the sum of all three. Furthermore, we calculated the
share of each colour to the maximum intensity of 255 (see Table 1).
Then the ratio for each colour was calculated in the pathologic and
physiologic area.

2.5. Statistics

All statistical analyses were performed with IBM SPSS. The T-
test, Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Test
were used. Significance was considered at p < 0.05. Additionally
the directions of the different values for pathologic and physiologic
The colours blue and green are represented in physiological whereas red is displayed
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Fig. 1. Figure showing the measurement in the pathologic area (yellow dots) and in the
healthy tissue (purple dots). Dots are placed as described above.
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measurements were analysed. Concerning the colour distribution
in the pathologic and physiologic areas, an ANOVA test was per-
formed. For this purpose 85 of the 90 photographs were taken into
consideration for the analysis of the fluorescence measurements.
Fig. 2. A) White light image showing a tumor suspect area at the floor of the mouth. B) V
suspect area.

Fig. 3. A) CT scan of the same patient shown in Fig. 2. No soft tissue alterations at the floor
showing no significant FDG enhancement at the described area.
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The photographs of 5 patients could not be evaluated. Significance
was considered at p < 0.05.
3. Results

In this study 57 male and 33 female patients suffered from
malignant oral soft tissue lesions or CIS. The mean age was 61, with
a range from 30 to 96 years of age. In men, oral carcinoma was
diagnosed an average of two years prior to female patients (60.5
years vs. 62.6 years). Of the 90 patients, 52 reported a positive
smoking status, 22 reported non-smoking status, and in the
remaining 16 cases no information was provided. Most of the tu-
mors were localized within the floor of the mouth and tongue.
Infrequent areas of carcinoma occurrence were the maxilla, the
alveolar ridge, and the inferior lip.

The pathologically verified diseases present in this study were
squamous cell carcinoma (n ¼ 76; 84.4%), primary site recurrence
(n ¼ 6; 6.7%), carcinoma in situ (CIS) (n ¼ 7; 7.8%), and adenocar-
cinoma (n ¼ 1; 1.1%). 35.6% (n ¼ 32) of these presented in stage 1.
The grade of histologic differentiation of these tumors was low (G3)
in 18.9% (n ¼ 17), moderate (G2) in 55.6% (n ¼ 50), and high (G1) in
12.2% (n ¼ 11).
ELscope image showing a fluorescence loss in the green light spectrum in the tumor

of the mouth can be identified. B) PET-CT fusion in the corresponding image and series
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In 85.6% (n ¼ 77) of the cases a fluorescence loss could be
detected. Comparing the color of tissue fluorescence showed a
statistically significant difference between pathologic and healthy
corresponding tissue (p < 0.001). The average value for the colour
red shows a significant difference in pathologic and physiologic
tissues (p ¼ 0.007) with a higher median for pathologic tissues. For
the colours green and blue our measurements show significantly
higher values in the healthy tissue (p < 0.001.). The shade of red
showed significantly higher values for pathologic tissues when
compared to all three colours (p < 0.001). Furthermore, the shades
of green and blue showed significantly lower values in the patho-
logic tissue (p < 0.001).

We then compared the obtained measurements to the stage of
disease process. In 76 cases the measurements were compared
with a PETandwith CT in 77 cases. In 14.5% (n¼ 11) the PET showed
no malignoma suspicious of FDG enhancement. In these cases, the
red to green ratios in the pathologic compared to the physiologic
tissues was higher than zero, displaying a definite difference in the
colour distribution in our study. In 40.3% (n¼ 31) of the CT scans no
tumor could be detected (see Fig. 3).

4. Discussion

In this study we investigated the diagnostic capabilities of
VELscope® autofluorescence with histologically verified carcinoma
of the oral cavity. This group was homogeneous, lacking con-
founding autofluorescence factors such as infection, inflammation,
or trauma. Our aim was to establish a characteristic colour distri-
bution pattern to differentiate neoplastic and physiologic tissues.
Moreover, the various tumor locations of the oral cavity were
evaluated for detecting differences between pathologic and physi-
ologic. Additionally, a comparison of the autofluorescence system
to a PET and CT scan was conducted, to see if the VELscope® can
close the gap in conventional radiation diagnostics concerning the
detection of OSCC.

We showed in the present study that there is a quantifiable
difference in the red to green ratios of neoplastic and physiologic
areas. No significant differences in the colour distributions could be
detected in the different localization in the oral cavity. In the cohort
we investigated on diagnostic autofluorescence displayed signifi-
cant difference in the colour distribution between the neoplastic
and physiologic area. Not all of the lesions could be visualized or
diagnosed using the PET or the CT scan, displaying a potential
benefit to VELscope's® sensitivity in early cases of the disease. The
patients of the present retrospective study were recruited from the
histologically proven cancer or carcinoma in situ. In the past, only
Poh et al. investigated a cohort consisting of such a high number of
patients (Poh et al., 2006, 2009).

Smoking and alcohol are major risk factors for the development
of OSCC (Warnakulasuriya, 2009). Smoking alone increases one's
risk up to 8 times, and when combined with alcohol a synergistic
effect occurs which can increase one's relative risk from 6.5 to 22.1
(Moreno-Lopez et al., 2000; Lewin et al., 1998). The most common
OMPD for SCC is leukoplakia, with an estimated prevalence
worldwide of 2% (Petti, 2003).

Although rates of oral cancer are decreasing in most parts of the
globe, eastern European countries have actually experienced an
increase in cases (Garavello et al., 2010). Furthermore, there is an
increasing number of head and neck cancer cases in both the US
and Europe related to HPV infections, altering the previous at-risk
groups and epidemiology of this disease (Marur et al., 2010;
Chaturvedi et al., 2008; Conway et al., 2006). This shift may alter
diagnostics and risk factor shifts which could now be assisted by
VELscope® and other visual adjuncts (ViziLite®, Microlux TM/DL®,
etc) (Nagi et al., 2016).
Please cite this article in press as: Burian E, et al., Fluorescence based char
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The combination of clinical investigation e anatomical location,
lymph node inspection, lesion size e along with demographic in-
formation e patient age, and sex, HPV status, alcohol and smoking
abuse e can aid SCC determination (Troeltzsch et al., 2014).
Recognition on OMPD and distinction between neoplastic and
physiologic tissue is an additional aid in risk evaluation, diagnosis,
and treatment. As Troeltzsch at al showed, not only the early
detection of malignant lesions but also the grading and the
anatomic location play a major role in the formation of cervical
metastasis (Troeltzsch et al., 2016). VELscope® has a limited benefit
identifying erythroleukoplakia, lesional risk, or depth (Nagi et al.,
2016). However, the VELscope® has previously been shown to
benefit identification of OMPDs such as leukoplakia (Nagi et al.,
2016). Reichart reported that the prevalence of leukoplakia in
Germany alone is 2.3% for men, and 0.9% for women who harbor a
higher transformation rate (Reichart, 2000; Shipman et al., 1998).

The average recurrence rate of squamous cell carcinoma is about
25e48%, with a 10e30% recurrence rate at the primary site e dis-
playing the importance of full resectionwith safety space at time of
tumor removal (Tabor et al., 2004; Schwartz et al., 2000; Brennan
et al., 1995; Leemans et al., 1994). Mücke et al. reported that local
relapse ranges between 24% and 28% within 6e18 months of sur-
gical SCC removal (Mücke et al., 2009), and the five year survival
rate is 64% (Howlader et al., 2016). Recurrence of OSCC at primary
sites of excision displays the importance of full resection at time of
tumor removal. Improving identification of leukoplakia and
distinction of neoplastic and physiologic tissues as shown herewith
VELscope®, may be able to improve early detection of malignant
and dysplastic epithelium. The VELscope® sensitivity in detecting
malignant lesions ranges from 22% to 100% with a specificity range
of 16%e100% depending on the study (Nagi et al., 2016; Sawan and
Mashlah, 2015; Trullenque-Eriksson et al., 2009). In support with
Poh, we encourage further research on surgical margin detection,
as well as the establishment of lesional margins during chemo-
prevention in an in depth manner for future meta-analysis (Poh
et al., 2009).

One of the limitations of the VELscope® technique and the
methodology of this study is that only superficial lesions can be
detected. Neoplasia like adenocarcinoma which leave the oral
mucosa uninfiltrated would not cause any fluorescence alterations.
Therefore the indication bandwidth of the VELscope® is small. Its
advantage lies in the detection of early stages of OSCC in clinical
suspect lesions which cannot be visualized in CT or PET/CT scans
because of their minor size (see Fig. 3). Furthermore in advanced
stages of head and neck carcinoma in which a clarification of the
local in depth extension or lymphogenic metastatic spread is
needed, these modalities are superior to the VELscope®.

As another limitation of the study the missing comparison of
MRI representing the modality displaying soft tissue lesions more
accurately than CT and the VELscope® technique can be mentioned.
However due to practical reasons like accessibility and artifact in-
duction in patients with metallic dental restorations, the applica-
tion of MRI in a clinical setting is limited (Probst et al., 2017).

5. Conclusion

Since early cancerous lesions of the oral cavity often present
asymptomatic, accurate detection and differentiation at early
stages can have a significant effect on increasing early CIS diagnosis
and VELscope®may be a beneficial tool in the evaluation of mucosal
lesions when situational context is taken into account. Our results
showed a significant difference between neoplastic and physiologic
mucosa, supporting VELscope's® use as a non-invasive aid in car-
cinoma detection and its potential for the identification of lesional
margins in the future.
acterization of early oral squamous cell carcinoma using the Visually
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